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Numerical iNvestigatioN oN the gas Field geNerated by high Pressure gas atomizer Focused  
oN Physical mechaNisms oF gas recirculatioN aNd Wake closure PheNomeNoN

Physical mechanisms of gas recirculation and wake closure were investigated by modeling the gas field generated by high 
Pressure gas atomizer using computational fluid dynamics. a recirculation mechanism based on axial and radial gas pressure 
gradient was proposed to explain the gas recirculation. The occurrence of wake closure is regarded as a natural result when elon-
gated wake is gradually squeezed by expansion waves of increasing intensity. an abrupt drop could be observed in the numerical 
aspiration pressure curve, which corresponds well with the experimental results. The axial gradient of gas density is considered 
as the reason that results in the sudden decrease in aspiration pressure when wake closure occurs. Lastly, it is found that a shorter 
protrusion length and a smaller melt tip diameter would lead to a smaller wake closure pressure, which could benefit the atomizer 
design to produce fine metal powder with less gas consumption.
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1. introduction

gas atomization of molten metal has become a widely-used 
process for metal powder manufacturing [1-5], and it is also 
a critical process of spray forming technology [6-8], in both of 
which ultrafine and spherical droplets with a narrow size distri-
bution are desired. During the atomization process, the gas field 
plays a crucial role in determining the size distribution of the 
droplets obtained after melt’s break-up, making it an important 
part of gas atomization researches. 

of the two main gas atomization processes existing in the 
powder manufacturing industry, the Close Coupled gas atomi-
zation (CCga) process is preferred over the free-fall process, 
because of the higher atomization efficiency that results from 
the close proximity of the atomizing gas to the melt delivery 
tube in CCga apparatus [9]. a typical gas field generated by 
a Close Coupled atomizer is characterized by aspiration pres-
sure and recirculation zone. The aspiration pressure zone, also 
called negative pressure zone, located below the exit of the 
melt delivery tube, can help the melt flow into the atomization 
chamber, and has a close relationship with the breakup of melt. 
So in order to guarantee a good performing of the atomization 
process, reasonable negative aspiration pressure is expected in 

atomization practice. however, this pressure condition at the 
melt delivery tube can be easily affected by operating param-
eters and atomizer geometry design [9-15]. D. Schwenck et al. 
[10] compared the effect of atomizer geometry and atomization 
pressure on the aspiration pressure between two conventional 
and a new designed CCga atomizers. Q. xu et al. [11] analyzed 
the variation of aspiration pressure with the inlet gas pressure 
and protrusion length of melt delivery tube numerically and 
experimentally. according to their results, a shallow negative 
or even positive aspiration pressure condition will occur when 
an unreasonable inlet gas pressure or improper melt delivery 
tube design is adopted, which usually leads to a failed atomiz-
ing implementation. Besides the melt delivery tube design and 
different types of gas die system can also largely influence the 
aspiration pressure [12,13], mainly due to different expansion 
intensity of the gas flow before exiting the gas die. 

another essential characteristic of the CCga gas field is the 
gas recirculation zone, an area bounded by melt tip and stagna-
tion point. inside the recirculation area, the gas flows upstream 
toward the delivery nozzle from the stagnation point and deflects 
radially when approaching the nozzle tip. however, when the 
atomization pressure reaches high enough, the expansion and 
recompression waves formed by the gas flow after exiting from 
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the nozzle will cross to form a Mach Disk at the centerline of 
the wake, truncating the recirculation zone and dividing it into 
two parts, the primary and secondary recirculation zone. along 
with the truncation of the wake, an abrupt drop in aspiration 
pressure appears dramatically during the transition from open 
to closed wake condition. Ting and anderson [9] studied the 
wake evolution under increasing inlet pressure condition, and 
a closed-wake gas field appears when the inlet pressure reaches 
a certain value. also an abrupt decrease in aspiration pressure was 
observed in their experimental measurements, regardless of the 
fact that their numerical results of the aspiration pressure is not 
much well match with the measurements. Motaman et al. [12] 
investigated the effect of melt delivery tube tip structure with two 
different gas die systems (cylindrical and C-D die) on the wake 
closure pressure (WCP), and confirmed a critical inlet pressure 
value beyond which the wake closure phenomenon would occur.

even though gas atomization has been widely used for 
metal powder manufacturing, this method still much relies 
on empirical operations because physical mechanism of the 
atomization process remains not thoroughly understood, which 
is mainly due to the intrinsic complexity of supersonic gas and 
gas-melt interaction. in the significant work performed by Ting 
and anderson, they paid main attention to presenting detailed 
curves of axial velocity and static pressure under different inlet 
conditions and discussing the influence of stagnation pressure 
on aspiration pressure; however, mechanism analysis of some 
important phenomena existing in the gas field, such as gas re-
circulation or the abrupt drop of aspiration pressure during the 
wake closure transition, had not been deeply discussed in their 
work. So in order to gain a deeper understanding of the mecha-
nisms, a numerical study is performed based on the work of 
Ting and anderson. With the calculation results of the gas field 
generated by a high Pressure gas atomizer, the profile evolu-
tion of gas field is presented to show how the gas field changes 
with the inlet pressure, and the gas recirculation mechanism 
under the melt delivery tube is discussed. also, the abrupt drop 
of the aspiration pressure is explained. furthermore, based on 
the calculation under different protrusion lengths and melt tip 
diameters (as shown in fig. 1), the effect of geometry design on 
wake closure pressure is studied.

2. Numerical model 

The numerical computation was conducted using the 
commercial CfD software anSyS fluent. a gas-only hPga 
computational model was constructed based on the dimensions 
given by Ting and anderson [9]. in order to capture more gas 
flow details and reduce the divergence risk under some extreme 
conditions such as high inlet pressure, a structured quadrilateral 
mesh was created instead of the unstructured triangular grid as 
depicted in fig. 2. Because the atomizer and the whole atomi-
zation chamber are axisymmetric, only half of the axial section 
was calculated. 

The standard k-ε turbulent model was adopted to solve the 
conservative equations of mass, energy and momentum of the 
gas. a transient calculation method with a time step of 1e-7 s 
was chosen, and the computation was considered to be con-
vergent when the net mass flow rate decreased to 0.1% of the 
inlet one. in order to directly compare the calculation results 
with the experimental and numerical results presented by Ting 
and anderson [9], boundary conditions remained the same as 
the original model of Ting and anderson, as shown in fig. 2. 
argon with ideal gas properties was used as atomization gas, 
and a range of gas inlet pressure from 0.69 MPa to 8.0 MPa was 

fig. 1. The cross-sectional view of the hPga melts feed tube tip 
geometry

fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the high pressure gas atomizer computation model
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chosen to initialize the inlet pressure of the gas field. for the 
numerical models that have different protrusion lengths or melt 
delivery tube tip diameters, the detailed variations of the two 
parameters are listed in Table 1.

TaBLe 1

Parameters variation of Different geometry Designs

Parameters variation range
Protrusion Length Δh (mm) 2.55 3.55 4.55* 5.55

Melt Delivery Tube Tip  
Diameter d (mm) 3.4 5.0 6.6* 8.2

* underlined numbers are basic dimensions when another parameter varies.

3. results and discussion

3.1. recirculation mechanism 

The speed vector diagram modelled at an atomization pres-
sure of 0.69 MPa is illustrated in fig. 3. The blue short arrows 
represent the speed vectors of different gas elements, and black 
arrows are marked to show the main recirculation trajectory. 

fig. 3. The vector schematics of the recirculating gas when inlet 
pressure is 0.69 MPa where black arrows show the direction of gas 
recirculation

as depicted in fig. 3, the atomization gas stream can be 
regarded as a sonic boundary which is hard for low-velocity gas 
to flow through. Because of the shearing effect of the ultrasonic 
gas, the gas inside the conical area is disturbed and the gas near 
the sonic boundary is accelerated and flows till to the cone apex, 
which is formed due to the combination of the atomization gas 
stream. Downstream of the cone apex is also occupied by high-
velocity gas, and the accelerated gas still in low-velocity state 
can hardly flow through the narrow passage squeezed by the 
expansion of the atomization gas. With quite amount of acceler-
ated gas gathering and stopping their flow near the cone apex, the 

stagnation point with a rather high static pressure forms. on the 
other hand, with much gas near the sonic boundary sheared and 
accelerated, the gas density of the area near the melt delivery tube 
decreases markedly, which gives rise to a sub-ambient pressure 
condition. Meanwhile, pressure gradient in negative x direc-
tion emerges along the axis of the conical area, as shown in the 
area ii in fig. 4, which drives the gas to flow upward from the 
stagnation area. and the pressure gradient in positive x direction 
in area i (fig. 4) decelerates the recirculating gas and forces it 
to flow laterally when approaching the melt tip. Therefore, the 
shearing force from the atomizing gas, together with the axial 
and radial pressure gradient (depicted in fig. 6), serves as the 
driving force that maintains the gas recirculation. 

fig. 4. gas static pressure along the axis of gas filed when inlet pres-
sure is 0.69 MPa

3.2. Wake evolution with increasing inlet pressure

The four velocity contour images depicted in fig. 5 show 
the profiles of gas field under the inlet pressure of 1.50 MPa, 
4.40 MPa, 4.50 MPa and 6.60 MPa. for the cylindrical nozzle 
with atmospheric back pressure, the critical inlet pressure at 
which the gas will expand completely after exiting the nozzle, 
can be given according to the conclusion of isentropic flow of 
compressible gas [16]
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where Pb is the atmospheric pressure, and κ is the specific 
heat ratio (for argon κ = 1.66). Then the critical inlet pressure 
P* = 0.205MPa can be solved , under or over which the gas would 
be over-expanded or less-expanded respectively when exiting 
the nozzle. The four gas field calculations were all performed 
with a gas inlet pressure over P*, so the gas exiting the cylindri-
cal nozzle all experienced further expansion upon entering the 
gas chamber. 
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When the inlet pressure was 1.50 MPa, as shown in fig. 5a, 
the gas streams converged and formed a unified gas flow after 
experiencing a series of expansion and compression waves, and 
meanwhile a gas recirculation zone bounded by the melt tube 
tip, sonic line and the stagnation point occurred downstream the 
melt delivery tube along the axis of the gas field.

as the inlet pressure was increased to 4.40 MPa, the gas 
underwent large re-expansion after exiting the gas nozzle and the 
recirculation zone was lengthened obviously. Due to the strong 
expansion waves, the wake was squeezed severely to form an 
arrow-shaped profile as depicted in fig. 5b. When the inlet pres-
sure was increased to 4.50 MPa, the wake closure phenomenon 
happened. The recirculation zone was truncated and divided 
into two parts (fig. 5c). as the inlet pressure further increased 
to 6.10 MPa, the whole gas field had a similar wake profile as 
4.50 MPa, except that the Mach disk gradually moved away 
from the melt orifice tip (fig. 5d).

The profile of the recirculation zone was mainly dominated 
by the intensity of expansion-recompression waves, which 
increased with the inlet pressure. and the profile evolution of 
the recirculation zone depicted in fig. 5 demonstrates that the 
occurrence of the wake closure phenomenon is not a sudden 
transition, but a natural result when the expansion intensity of 
the gas stream reaches strong enough. however, such natural 
result, i.e. the occurrence of the Mach disk, can largely change 
the profile of the recirculation zone and lead to an abrupt decrease 
of the aspiration pressure, thus deeply affecting the atomization 
process [17].

3.3. aspiration pressure variation with inlet pressure

Ting and anderson [9] have presented the comparison 
curves of the calculated and measured aspiration pressure results 
under different inlet pressure condition. however, the wake clo-
sure phenomenon which could be represented by a sudden drop 
in aspiration pressure could hardly observed in their calculated 
results. a series of gas-only calculations were conducted with 
different inlet pressure in this study in order to seize and present 
such abrupt drop in aspiration pressure graph more intuitively. 

The static pressure under the melt delivery tube was proved 
to be non-uniform along radial direction as depicted in fig. 6. 
Considering pressure is a synthetic effect of quantities of gas 
molecules impacting on a certain surface, an area integration 
method was adopted to calculate the averaged inspiration pres-
sure across the melt delivery tube.
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where P(r) is the static pressure at the point that is r away from 
the axis. R is the radius of the melt delivery tube. 

The numerical aspiration pressure results calculated based 
on equation (2) were depicted in fig. 7, together with the com-
putational and experimental results from Ting and anderson. 
The numerical results in this study remain a similar trend to their 
original work. Before the inlet pressure reaching to the critical 

fig. 5. The velocity contours of the wake profile when the inlet pressure was respectively set as (a) P = 1.50 MPa; (b) P = 4.40 MPa; (c) P = 4.50 MPa; 
(d) P = 6.10 MPa
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point, the aspiration pressure dropped from an over-ambient 
condition to a sub-ambient pressure as the inlet pressure in-
creased. The critical points of the inlet pressure were 3.45 MPa 
and 4.50 MPa respectively in Ting’s numerical results and in 
this study. When the inlet pressure crossed the critical point, 
the aspiration pressure increased gradually with the increase 
of the inlet pressure. Compared with Ting’s numerical results, 
it is inspiring to observe the clear abrupt drop in aspiration pres-
sure when the inlet pressure is 4.50 MPa, which corresponds 
with the wake-closure transition as shown in fig. 5c. however, 
some gaps still exist between the numerical results and the ex-
perimental measurements. The wake closure transition occurs 
earlier (4.50 MPa) compared with the experimental results (about 
5.50 MPa), and the decrease in aspiration pressure is 20 kPa at 
the transition point, about 10 kPa less than the measured result 

(near 30 kPa). apart from the inaccuracy of the numerical model, 
the reason leading to such gaps probably lies in the difference be-
tween the exit area of the calculated model and the experimental  
atomizer. 

in addition, the numerical results in this study show better 
agreement with J. Ting’s experimental results [9]. This is mainly 
attributed to the difference in meshing strategies. The refinement 
structural grid method brings about the improved accuracy of the 
simulation results. of course the difference in fluid model may 
also be the reason, but hard to discuss in details due to the lack 
of the model data. however, it is sure that this work indicates 
the ability of the standard k-ε turbulent model to be applied in 
the supersonic nozzles.

3.4 explanation for the abrupt drop  
in aspiration pressure

it has been reported [17] that the median powder size could 
show a decrease as large as 42% when the operation pressure 
increases no more than 0.05 MPa (from an open wake condi-
tion to a closed wake condition). The abrupt drop in aspiration 
pressure during the wake closure transition contributes to that 
dramatic decrease. The relationship between the aspiration 
pressure and the yielding metal powder size is not discussed in 
the paper. however, some efforts have been taken in this study 
to figure out what leads to the sudden occurrence of the abrupt 
decrease in aspiration pressure.

as shown in fig. 8a, an evident density gradient exists along 
the axis of the gas field. Considering the gas static pressure is 
proportional to its density, such density gradient is consistent 
with the axial pressure gradient. The gas density curves in fig. 8a 
indicate that when inlet pressure is increased from 4.20 MPa 
to 4.40 MPa, or from 4.50 MPa to 4.70 MPa, the gas density 
along the axis doesn’t show an obvious change; however, when 
inlet pressure is increased from 4.40 MPa to 4.50 MPa, a much 
bigger density peak can be observed in latter density curve, and 
for the area from 4.5 to about 11 mm in axial direction, the gas 
density shows an apparent drop. When it comes to the radial 
gas density just below the melt delivery tube, a similar trend can 
be observed from fig. 8b. Radial gas density changes slightly 
when inlet pressure is increased from 4.20 MPa to 4.40 MPa 
or from 4.50 MPa to 4.70 MPa, but drops largely from 4.40 MPa 
to 4.50 MPa. The axial velocity curves depicted in fig. 8c clearly 
shows that the whole recirculation zone is separated into two 
parts when the inlet pressure is increased from 4.40 MPa to 
4.50 MPa, which means that the wake closure occurs, and the 
first recirculation zone ranges from 4.5 to about 11 mm, just 
corresponding to the area that undergoes an apparent drop in 
axial gas density during the wake closure transition.

So based on the above analysis, the reason resulting in the 
abrupt drop of aspiration pressure during the wake closure transi-
tion can be given as follows. an obvious gradient exists in the 
density distribution curve along the axis, and near the stagnation 
point gathers relative dense gas. When the wake closure transi-

fig. 6. The calculated radial distribution of static pressure under the 
melt delivery tube when the inlet pressure is 0.69 MPa

fig. 7. Computational and experimental results of the aspiration pressure 
under different inlet pressure
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tion occurs, the recirculation zone is truncated and divided into 
two parts, and the high-density gas is restricted to the second 
recirculation area, because the gas can not flow through the 
Mach disk. as a consequence, only low-density gas remains to 
recirculate in the first recirculation zone, which directly results 
in the sudden decrease of gas density in the first recirculation 
zone, and thus leading to the abrupt drop of static pressure near 
the melt delivery tube.

3.5. WcP variation with protrusion length  
and melt delivery tube tip diameter

The protrusion length of delivery tube and melt delivery 
tube tip diameter are important factors that influence aspiration 
pressure condition [11,18]. The aspiration pressure curves for 
different protrusion lengths depicted in fig. 9 share a common 
variation trend. The aspiration pressure decreases with the inlet 
pressure before the wake closure transition, and when the inlet 

pressure increases to reach the WCP, the aspiration pressure 
drops abruptly, followed by a rise trend when inlet pressure 
further increases. it is also demonstrated in fig. 9 that the WCP 
increases with the protrusion length, 3.3 MPa, 3.9 MPa, 4.5 MPa 
and 5.1 MPa when the protrusion length is 2.55 mm, 3.55 mm, 
4.55 mm and 5.55 mm respectively. and when the wake closure 
transition happens, a longer protrusion length leads to a deeper 
sub-ambient aspiration pressure. What’s more, before the wake 
closure transition, a deeper sub-ambient aspiration pressure 
can be obtained by a shorter protrusion; while after the wake 
closure transition, the aspiration pressure rises more rapidly for 
the shorter protrusion. 

The wake closure is regarded as a natural result when the 
expansion intensity of the gas stream reaches strong enough 
to cross and combine together at the axis of the gas field. 
Based on such explanation, it can be expected that a smaller 
diameter of melt delivery tube tip will lead to a smaller WCP, 
because weaker expansion intensity is needed for the gas streams 
to cross each other when the annular gas streams exit from 

fig. 8. Comparison of the gas density and velocity distribution curves before and after the wake-closure transition: (a) axial gas density, (b) radial 
gas density, (c) axial gas velocity
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a smaller-diameter delivery tube, and vice versa. The numeri-
cal results depicted in fig. 10 confirm the expectation above, 
the WCPs for the tip diameter of 3.4 mm, 5.0 mm, 6.6 mm 
and 8.2 mm are 3.0 MPa, 3.70 MPa, 4.50 MPa and 5.40 MPa  
respectively. 

The four aspiration pressure curves under melt delivery 
tube tip diameters in fig. 10 also show a same variation trend 
with that of different protrusion lengths. Before the wake clo-
sure transition, the aspiration pressure decreases rapidly with 
the inlet pressure, and when the WCP is reached, the aspiration 
pressure drops abruptly, followed by a rise trend when inlet 
pressure further increases. The aspiration pressure at the wake 
closure transition shows a slight decrease when melt delivery 
tube tip diameter increases, and the aspiration pressure rises more 
rapidly for a smaller melt delivery tube tip structure. 

Ting et al. [17] has pointed out that atomizing at the pressure 
above WCP indeed produce finer powder but at the expense of 
higher gas consumption compared with below WCP atomization. 
Therefore, a lower WCP is preferred to reduce the gas consump-
tion. on the other hand, gas-melt mass flow rate (gMR) which is 
associated with the inlet pressure is believed to deeply influence 
the yielding powder size. fine powder can hardly be obtained by 
low gMR atomization even if at pressure above WCP. So both 
the WCP and the gMR have to be considered when choose 
the proper operation pressure, protrusion length and melt tip 
diameter, which can draw guidance from the numerical results 
shown in fig. 9 and fig. 10.

4. conclusions

By means of numerical calculation, this study provided 
an insight into the important physical mechanisms existing in 
hPga gas filed. The profile evolution of the gas field with inlet 
pressure was presented, which indicated that the occurrence of 

the wake closure is a natural result when the recirculation zone 
is gradually elongated and squeezed by expansion waves.

By adopting an integral method, the aspiration pressure was 
calculated across the whole melt delivery tube area. an abrupt 
drop of the aspiration pressure could be clearly observed from 
the aspiration pressure curve, which shows better coincidence 
with the experimental results from Ting and anderson compared 
with their computation. 

Based on the axial and radial pressure gradient, a recircula-
tion mechanism containing gas shearing effect was proposed to 
explain the gas recirculation. The axial gradient of gas density 
is considered to be the reason that results in the sudden drop 
of the aspiration pressure when the wake closure phenomenon 
occurs. Because high-density gas near the stagnation point 
is restricted inside the secondary recirculation zone after the 
wake is truncated, leaving thin gas recirculating within the first 
recirculation zone.

The numerical calculation of the wake closure pressure 
variation with protrusion length and melt tip diameter was also 
performed. for hPga atomizer, a shorter protrusion length and 
a smaller melt tip diameter would lead to a smaller WCP; the 
WCPs are 3.3 MPa, 3.9 MPa, 4.5 MPa and 5.1 MPa when the pro-
trusion length is 2.55 mm, 3.55 mm, 4.55 mm and 5.55 mm 
respectively and 3.0 MPa, 3.70 MPa, 4.50 MPa and 5.40 MPa 
corresponding to the melt tip diameter of 3.4 mm, 5.0 mm, 
6.6 mm and 8.2 mm. These conclusions will benefit the hPga 
atomizer design when lower WCP is desired to produce fine 
powder with less gas consumption.
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